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CISPR Emission Standards

CISPR is:

• IEC Special Committee
• Protecting Radio services
  - since 1935
CISPR Emission Standards

- Product Committees
- Limits
- Measurements

- FAMILY
- PRODUCT STANDARDS
- GENERIC STANDARDS
- BASIC STANDARDS
CISPR Emission Standards

Product Emission Standards

- Industrial Products
- Vehicles
- Domestic & Lighting Products
- ITE & Multi-Media Products
The Challenges:

- Protecting Digital Radio & TV
- Protecting new radio services
- More interfering sources
- Changing Interference
Which Standards?

- Basic and generic standards are used by product committees generally by reference

- Product committees add product specific information
  - Special test set ups
  - Limits
  - Presumption of compliance statements
Which Standards?

- Product committee standards can cover a broad range of products such as information technology AND product specific standards that apply to specific products such as personal computers.

- These standards try to avoid regulatory statements such as “in case of dispute” and follow the Directives in stating a “refereed” test method where there are several methods indicated to show compliance.
Issues arising

- Product standards tend to be referenced in national regulations and hence become defacto regulatory in nature.

This leads to:

- Pressure to have standard that meets a national requirement over universal application
- Reluctance to make changes or improvements as they would have to be made in local laws as well
- Regional “voting” to accommodate regional laws
Issues arising

- CISPR radiated emission standards are universally referenced in regulations
  - Implementation may be immediate or may be transitioned over years
  - Countries do not necessarily implement the standards and retain their own using some of the material but not all
  - Countries implement changes immediately that leave manufacturers reeling
Recent issues

- Removal of regulatory statements in CISPR product standards
- Allowance of multiple test methods to show compliance where the test results can widely vary
- Limits may be a compromise and not based on an adequate interference model
- Testing of certain products are not covered by CISPR standards such as transmitters; how to coordinate with those that do such standards such as ITU and ETSI
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